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Wednesday, October 1
No such luck. “It’s only 10:00 PM as far as I’m concerned,”

my body clock said when I woke up at 4:00 AM local time.
“And I’ve just had a nice four-hour nap. So up and at’em!” I
tossed and turned for awhile before giving in and getting up. I
spent the dead of night transcribing the interviews I had con-
ducted so far and posted the results online. I finally fell back
asleep at 7:30 AM.

But two hours later, I was out the door for the Rangers’
10:00 morning skate. The tram was crowded today — lots of
kids. It turned out that there was a toy fair, replete with rides,
at the convention center located next to the arena.

All but six Rangers participated in the optional session, a
light workout between two games on consecutive nights.
Lundqvist was on the ice taking shots (slappers and wrist
shots, not cortisone), contrary to a fraudulent report on a self-
discredited web site that claimed he was set to undergo knee
surgery.

The Rangers’ next opponent, Metallurg Magnitogorsk of
Russia’s Kontinental Hockey League, reigning winner of
Europe’s Champions Hockey League, took their turn on the
ice. Czech forward Jan Marek, a Ranger draftee in 2002, is the
leading scorer for the team whose name translates to “Magnet-
ic Mountain Metal Works”.

With a few hours to kill before that evening’s game, I went
back to my hotel to catch up on some of last night’s lost sleep.
No dice. I spent the next couple of hours working on the next
issue of Blueshirt Bulletin instead.

Caught the tram back out to the arena late in the afternoon
and got there in time to watch the first period of a Legends
Game, Switzerland vs. Russian. Valeri Kamensky was the only
Ranger connection in the game, a tenuous one at best given his
unfortunate tenure in New York. Slava Fetisov and two Stastny
brothers played too — Anton Stastny played in Switzerland
after leaving the NHL, perhaps explaining how the Slovak
natives ended up on the Swiss team. In the surprisingly com-
petitive game, Russia roared back from a 2-0 deficit to rout the
home team.

I listened in to a press conference held by the IIHF that was
primarily meant to be publicity for a shoe company that is
sponsoring them. Things took an interesting turn when IIHF
president Rene Fasel spoke about the continuing rift with the
NHL over player transfers, which he insisted was less about
money than about European players being siphoned off to the
AHL rather than the NHL.

The fans at the Victoria Cup game was not the raucous Bern
crowd — it was more like a Ranger-Islander game, with Mag-
nita fans chanting “Me-ta-llurg!” (with the support of horns) in
response to Ranger fans raising “Let’s go Rangers!” chants.
The split was probably 30% Magnita, 20% Rangers, and 50%
disinterested observers here to see elite hockey.

The game started out as a reprise of the Rangers’ pre-season
back in North America — near-dominance for long stretches
and many shots on goal, but no finish. An early goal against a
rusty Lundqvist off a turnover by the error-prone Zherdev and
a pair of power play goals resulting from a series of
inscrutable calls by the Finnish referee gave Magnita a 3-0
lead that caused the Rangers to visibly sag, the fourth time the
Rangers fell behind by 3-0 or worse in eight exhibition games.

But the referee who tooketh away gaveth back with a pair of
overlapping calls against the Russians. Eight seconds into a
two-man advantage in the final minute of the second period,
Zherdev fed Drury to finally break the impregnable goaltend-
ing of Andrei Mezin.

The Rangers then blew the doors off in the third, Fritsche
firing a bullet past Mezin that he said was with a half-slapshot
he learned from his uncle, a longtime star in Switzerland,
Drury scoring another power play goal from the top of the
crease, and Ryan Callahan picking off an ill-advised D-to-D
pass for the breakaway winner with just 20 seconds left in reg-
ulation.

In a classy move, Gomez and Drury decided to let Zherdev
and Dmitri Kalinin receive the Victoria Cup because of their
play against their countrymen — Kalinin played in Magnito-
gorsk during the lockout. Drury told us about the decision dur-
ing our post-game locker room interviews — we talked to
Fritsche and Callahan too. Renney’s press conference was
once again an exercise in diplomacy, praising his opponent.

I got back to my hotel well after 11:00 again but still had to
write my report for BlueshirtBulletin.com, so it was nearly
2:00 AM before I finally got to sleep.
Thursday, October 2

Finally got some sleep. But I had to get up relatively early
to catch a train back to the airport for the trip to Prague. One
Sunday Times crossword puzzle later (was unable to finish), I
was at the airport. One hundred pages of a spy thriller and a
one-hour flight delay later, I was in Prague for the next leg of
the Rangers’ road trip, but too late to get to the Rangers’ 2:00
PM practice here.

After checking into my hotel and catching up with a website
update, I took the fabulous Prague metro to the arena to have
dinner with Czech Ranger fans along with Newsday beat
writer Steve Zipay and OutsidetheGarden.com founder Toby
Ivey. Four hours of interesting conversation (not all of it
Ranger-related) with some passionate fans who remain loyal to
the Rangers even after the break-up of Jaromir Jagr’s posse
was a great way to spend the evening.

The end of a hectic 36-hour period brought a welcome
chance to get some rest.
Friday, October 3

After going through a bit of rigmarole to get credentials to
enter the arena, I made my way to rinkside to observe the
Rangers’ full team practice a day ahead of their season opener
against Tampa.

There was some scuttlebutt among observers as the lines
became clear — Fred Sjostrom, rumored to be odd man out
among forwards when cuts were announced later that day, was
on the third line, while Prucha, a hometown boy, was among
the presumptive scratches. That impression was fueled when
Prucha angrily blew off a Czech TV interviewer, saying that
he wasn’t playing the next night.

Before leaving the arena, we got word that the final cuts
were going to be the two extra defensemen, Corey Potter and
Brian Fahey, that they were chosen because they were exempt
from waivers, that they were still going to be available in case
of injury on the blueline, and that the real final cuts would
come a week later before the Garden opener.

With the rest of the day off, I toured Prague’s Old Town. It
was extensive and crowded, but picturesque. I climbed an old
tower by the river to get a view from above, saw the astronom-
ical clock on Prague’s town hall spring into action, with a
skeleton ringing a bell, and ran into Adam Graves and Rod
Gilbert, the latter saying, “Let’s go Rangers!” when he saw my
homer sweatshirt.
Saturday, October 4

The Prucha situation made the optional game day skate
more intriguing than usual. After a light 20-minute work-out,
assistant coach Perry Pearn took Prucha aside a spoke animat-

edly to him — his hand movements made it apparent that they
were talking on-ice tactics, not off-ice politics. That Sjostrom
remained on the ice with the other four obvious scratches plus
the two re-assigned defensemen was additional confirmation
that Prucha would play that night. A bit later, Renney said that
he didn’t change his mind about Prucha, that he “made up his
mind” to start him.

During the few hours between the skate and game time, I
raced off to see the Prague castle. It was insanely crowded, so
I quickly exited and walked around the outer portion, which
was just as picturesque and nearly deserted.

The metro was packed as I made my way back to the arena
an hour before the game, as was the plaza outside the main
gate. Ranger jerseys outnumbered Tampa jerseys by fifty to
one, although disinterested observers were even more numer-
ous. After a tasty pre-game meal of local sandwiches and sal-
ads, I made my way to what they call the “Media Tribune” for
the game.

The Rangers started out slowly, making mistakes that gave
the Lightning good scoring chances. But Lundqvist was on his
game. Ten minutes in, the Rangers took over and ended up
outshooting 27-4 over the next 35 minutes. Despite that, a
Tampa goal made it 1-1 at that point. But after going 0-for-6
on the power play, Dubinsky got one on the seventh and last
advantage late in the third to win it for the Rangers.

The highlights of the postgame interviews were Gomez lac-
ing into a reporter who asked him why the game was dull and
Lightning coach Barry Melrose, the former TV analyst, minc-
ing no words as he laced into his team. After the game, we
(Steve and I) went to another, larger gathering of Czech
Ranger fans at a nearby pub, where we discussed the Rangers
(of course), the sentiments being that the game was dull, and
even politics, the Czechs as concerned about developments in
the U.S. as anyone.
Sunday, October 5

With nothing happening at the arena until game time, I spent
my last available bloc of free time touring the Jewish Quarter.
Remarkably, Prague has a large number of Jewish historical
sites that were preserved despite the ravages of World War II.
As was the case in the other main tourist areas of the city, the
sites were very crowded. I ran into Graves again, learning that
he was staying in a nearby hotel.

I left for the game an hour earlier than the prior day, but the
metro and arena area were just as crowded. With the Rangers
sticking with the same line-up, the fans got what they wanted
this time, starting with an early scrum around the Ranger net
and a fight between Voros and Ryan Malone.

The Rangers pressed the attack again, the shot total reaching
even more eye-popping numbers than the day before — 33-4
during a 30-minute span from the five minute mark of the first
period, with one of those four shots a 169-foot shorthanded
clear and another an 88-foot dump-in from the neutral. At one
point, Gomez had as many shots on goal (8) as the entire
Lightning team.

Despite all that. Tampa led 1-0 after one when one of their
four shots trickled through Lundqvist and the score was still
uncomfortably close at 2-1 after two. But the Rangers played
solid defense in the third period to win their second straight 2-
1 game.

The Rangers left immediately after the game to catch a
charter flight back to New York. I went back to my hotel to get
to sleep so that I could get up early the next morning to make
my own way back. Thus, the Rangers’ successful four-game
sweep in Europe came to an end.     ■
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